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Abstract
As fundamental limits of MOSFET's are being explored, new device structures
have been proposed in order to maintain good short-channel behaviour in the
deep submicron regime. These advanced transistors usually require complex
channel and sourceldrain engineering, and will probably not be excepted by
industry if the conventional way of scaling is still feasible. The conventional
MOSFET is the benchmark for semiconductor industries. This paper addresses
some of the issues which are important when conventional MOSFET's are scaled
down to the deep submicron regime.

1. Introduction
In the past decades CMOS processes have been successfully scaled down to submicron
dimensions. Intensive research efforts have been put into the issue of how to best scale
the devices from one generation to the next one. Various scaling laws have been proposed (see e.g. [I, 2, 31). Each of these scaling scenario's successfully miniaturize
the CMOS processes, but they have different philosophies regarding issues like for
instance the internal electric fields, the current density and the power consumption.
In particular, an important boundary condition for the scaling factor for voltage was
set by the immunity against hot-carrier degradation. Straightforward down scaling
turned out to be impossible, and different drain structures have been proposed and
implemented in order to meet the 10-year lifetime criterion against hot-carrier degradation. The best-known of the changes in the drain configuration are the introduction
of the LDD and the LATID implantation, but also more advanced structures have
been investigated. All the structures that modify the gate/drain overlap have in common that they improve the lifetime of the transistor a t the expense of the DC or AC
performance of the devices.
The aim of this paper is to discuss two important boundary conditions for device
scaling in the deep-submicron regime, the hot-carrier degradation and the threshold
voltage. Non-local carrier heating is very important in the sub 0.1-micron regime,
making it possible to abandon the LDD structure for the low power supply voltages
(V&) needed for these devices and return to the conventional S/D structure. This
issue will be addressed in Sec. 2. Of course, the threshold voltage V, has to be scaled
in accordance with the decrease of Vdd. The low V,'s required for proper circuit
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operation make it difficult to turn off the transistor completely. The reason is that it
is not possible to scale the subthreshold swing accordingly. This puts a severe demand
on Xv, the scaling factor for voltages. The alternative is to relax Xv. This will however
have a severe consequence for the performance of the future CMOS generations, as it
will increase the power dissipation and the current density to unacceptable high values
[2]. Optimization in the deep-submicron regime is therefore likely to be dominated by
clever power management, a proper choice for the scaling factor for the (threshold)
voltage and the inevitable poor off-state performance of these MOSFET's. A thorough
understanding of the mechanisms determining the & in the deep submicron regime
is thus extremely important. This issue will be addressed in Sec. 3. Short-channel
related issues are finally discussed in Sec. 4.

2. Hot-carrier immunity
For design rules smaller than 2.0 pm hot-carrier degradation is a severe problem. The
lateral electric fields a t the drain are high and some of the electrons gain energies high
enough to surpass the Si-Si02 barrier. Subsequent trapping of these hot carriers in the
gate oxide degrades the MOSFET's to an extent where they cannot be used any more.
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Figure 1: Non-local carrier heating. The
electron temperature is lagging behind the
electric field due to the finite energy relaxation length. The energy of the electrons
can be lowered by reducing the width of the
electric field as well as by a reduction of
Ern*.
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Figure 2: Measured and simulated maximum
power supply voltage VDD,MAXas a function
of the design rule of the process. The levelingo f f of VDD,MAXis caused by non-local carrzer
heating [7].

The energy distribution of the electron population depends on the magnit,ude of the
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electric field and on the shape of the electric field peak. If the width of the field peak
is large (2 100 nm), the encry\. distribution of the electrons stays approximately
in equilibrium with the local electric field. In this situation the degradation of the
MOSFET can be avoided by a reduction of the maximum field a t the drain (figure 1).
This is accomplished with the introduction of the LDD or LATID implantations.
These drain structures are used for process generation with design rules down to 0.35
pm. For generation with minimum feature lengths of 0.25 pm or less, the width of the
electric field peak is so narrow that we begin to notice the effect of the finite energy
relaxation length. In this situation, the electrons never reach the energies 'belonging
to' the maximum electric field (see figure 1). We are then in the regime of non-local
carrier heating: a reduction of the width of the electric field causes the average energy
of the electrons to drop. We can benefit from this physical effect by making the S/D
profile as steep as possible (41.
Another effect which helps to reduce the energy of the electrons is the presence of the
Si-Si02 interface. In a properly scaled device the shallow sourceldrain junctions are
used and the current path of the electrons is very close to the interface. The electrons
notice the presence of this interface as an extra scattering mechanism. This in itself
makes it more difficult for the electrons to gain enough energy to cause damage [ 5 ] .
The energy distribution, or the electron temperature, can be modeled by solving the
hydro-dynamical equation in addition to the normal drift-diffusion equations. A fully
self-consistent solution is CPU intensive and often not necessary. An efficient postprocessing method to calculate the substrate currents incorporating both the surface
impact ionization as well as the non-local carrier heating has been presented in [6].
Figure 2 depicts the maximum power supply voltage VDD,MAX
as a function of the
design rules for devices scaled according to the quasi-constant-voltage scaling laws
[7]. Significant scattering of V D ~ , M A
has
X been reported in the literature for 0.1-pm
devices, but all values for VDD,MAX
are well above 1.5 V. The maximum allowed power
supply voltage is therefore likely to be above the value required according to the a
realistic scaling scenario.

3. Threshold voltage
In the previous section it was demonstrated that hot-electron degradation is not an
important issue for devices in the deep-submicron regime with low Vdd. The scaling
of the threshold voltage V, on the other hand is less straightforward. The problem we
encounter is that the subthreshold slope can not be scaled. Too low a Vt will imply
that the transistor can not be completely turned off: a significant leakage current will
flow with 0 Volts applied to the gate. This is for most applications not acceptable
and this will probably lead to a different scaling factor for the threshold voltage than
the one used for the power supply voltage. Low values of V, are acceptable when the
subthreshold slope is as steep as possible and the spread in & is kept to an absolut,r
minimum value. In this section the threshold voltage is discussed in more detail.
CMOS processes scaled down to the 0.1-pm regime need high substrate doping levels
in order to maintain good short-channel behaviour. The use of high concentrations
of channel doping will introduce new effects on the threshold voltage. Firstly, the
quantization of the inversion layer becomes noticeable when the electrons are exposed
to high normal electric fields. Secondly, the statistical distribution of the dopant
atoms in the channel wil affect the mean value as well as the spread of the threshold
voltage.
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3.1. Quantization effects

An accurate modeling of the threshold voltage is essential for the comparison of
the different scaling scenarios. A systematic deviation has been found between the
observed Vt and the V, simulated with a conventional device simulator (figure 3). The
simulated V, is always lower and this difference increases with increasing substrate
doping level.
This deviation has been attributed to the quantum-mechanical splitting of the energy
level in the conduction band. At the onset of strong inversion an analytical solution of
the Schrodinger equation is available [8] and it is quite easy to calculate the threshold
voltage with inclusion of the quantization effects. A simple model that accounts for
this QM effect has been presented in [9] and compared with the selfconsistent solution
[lo]. The result is

with

In this formula, Ey(0) is the perpendicular electric field at the Si-Si02 interface, UT
the thermal voltage and P = 4.3 x
eVcm. The perpendicular electric field at the
onset of strong inversion is given by Ey(0) w q.%Wm/cS.
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Figure 3: Deviation between the classacallysimulated and the measured long-channel
as a function of the doping concentration
(tax = 14 n m ) PIl.
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Figure 4: Deviation between the classzcallysimulated and the measured long-channel bi
as a function of the design rule. The measurements have been done on devices which
were scaled according to the QCV scaling
rules. Solid line is the theoretical curve for
this scaling scenario (91.

This model has been implemented in the device simulator MINIMOS, and is used
throughout this paper to calculate the threshold voltage. Figure 3 shows the V,- shift
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as a function of the doping concentration a t fixed oxide thickness to,. In a properly
scaled device, the oxide thickness decreases as a function of the design rule. Figure 4
shows the measured and simulated V, shift for devices scaled according to the yuasiconstant-voltage scaling rules. From this figure we ohserve that the quantization
effect can not be neglected in the deep-submicron regime.
3.2. Statistical variations of the channel dopants

L,ff

(pm)

Figure 5: Vt distrzbutzon due to the N A distribution. Constant voltage scaling laws are
,used. Fzgure taken from ref. [lll.

Another problem we encounter when
conventional MOSFET's are scaled to
deep submicron dimensions is of a more
statistical nature. If the active area
( W x L) of a MOSFET is small, the
depletion layer charge consists of relatively few dopant atoms. The number of atoms building up this depletion layer will fluctuate. In addition,
these charges will not be distributed
uniformly. These two effects have an
effect on the threshold voltage. It has
been shown that the average value of
the threshold voltage, < V, >, drops
due to the microsco~icdistribution of
dopant atoms [l11. More importantly.
it has a significant effect on the spread
a&
the K . Significant
of the threshold voltage have recently
been reported [12].

Figure 5 shows the V, distribution as a function of the design rule for devices scaled
according to t,he constant-voltage scaling laws. Miniaturization of the spread is mandatory for circuit operation when the devices are operating a t low values of Vdd and
V,. This effect could well be a limitation for ultimate conventional MOSFET's and
might have a severe impact on the way the devices are scaled.

4. Short-channel devices
The limits of the conventional MOSFET can further be explored by examining t,he
control of the short-channel behaviour, or the & roll off. A key parameter in the
various scaling scenario's is the junction depth Dj. It determines the drain-induced
barrier lowering of t,he short-channel MOSFET's. A minimum junction depth has
heen realized in experiments by Noda et a1.[13]using two subgates t o induce inversion
layers acting as drain extensions (see inset of figure 6). These two inversion layers
mimick infinitesimal shallow junctions (inversion layers are typically 30 thick). The
larger junction depths used in figure G are oridinairy S/D constructions. Accurate
simulat,ions of the Dj dependence is important. Figure 7 shows the original data as
well as the MINIMOS sirnulations that we have performed on these data. The original
data can be reproduced using device simulations and the model for Vt described in
Sec. 3.
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Now that we have verified the simulation tools, we can estimate the limits of the
conventional MOS scaling. The long-channel threshold voltage &,L has been varied
and the minimum effective channel length for which we still get good short-channel
behaviour has been determined. As a criterion for good short-channel behaviour we
have assumed that the & of the MOSFET with the minimum gate length is a t least
0.75 x &,L, when the voltage applied to the drain is to VD= 1.5 V. This means that
we test the punch-through behaviour.
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Figure 6: Threshold voltage Vt versus the

Figure 7: Long-channel Vt versus the mi7;

gate length for different junction depths Dj.
Open symbols are the data from [13], solid
symbols are the results of our MINIMOS simulations.

imam effective channel with good shori
channel behaviour.

We have implicitly assumed that the power supply voltage of deep-submicron generation will be 1.5 V. This is a reasonable assumption and has been used in many
experimental studies in the 0.1 pm regime. The results of the simulations are displayed in figure 7.
For instance, if we aim a MOS generation with L,fl,,i,= 0.10 pm and 1/,,~,= 0.35 V,
we see from figure 7 that the oxide thickness should be 3.5 nm or less. This value for
the oxide thickness is expected to be the lower limit for conventional Si02. Below 3.5
nm direct tunneling through the oxide becomes too important.
4.1. Reverse short channel effect (RSCE)
The MOSFET is an intrinsic 2D device, and an accurate simulation of the 2D doping
profile is essential. One of the most important phenomena for short-channel devices
is RSCE (figure 8), which is caused by anomalous diffusion effects near the edge of
the gate. RSCE can be caused by 2D oxidation-enhanced diffusion due to the gate
reoxidation [14], or 2D transient-enhanced diffusion due to the implantation of the
LDD or the source and drain (151.
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Although these effects can in principle be simulated with a 2D process simulator. an
accurate prediction of RSCE is still difficult. This is mainly caused by the complex
nature of the poin-defect dynamics, especially for TED, and the inability t,o direct,ly
measure the 2D doping profile. The diffusion coefficient of boron can be approxiinated by D B M DfB x CI/C; where * denotes the equilibrium value and CI the 2D
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Figure 9: Simulation of RSCE requares the
sim.ulation of Cr back to th,ermal equilihrium. Excess znterstitiab are injected (rate
I ) during oxidation or amplantation and 0.bsorbed at the znt~rfacewith rate k.7.

iiltc~rst.itia1profile. Simulation of t,he RSCE thus requires the interstitial dist,ribution.

1ic.y paramet,ers for t,he simulations of the evolution of the interstitial profile arc
n~o(lelsfor t,h(b injection I and ks/D,. tjhe ratio of the recombination rate at. t.hc~
intc~rfitce~ n t lt.he diffusion coefficient of interstitials (figure 9). Injection of point,
0ef~ct.sis iri t,his case caused by oxidation or by implantation.
Sp(~.ialt.est st,rnctures have been designed t,o investigate the 2D boron profile after 2D
TED. showing an iniportant role in the 2D point-defect dynamics for the extended
dcff1c.t.sformed dnring armorphizing i~rlplant.ations[16]. The modeling of the initrial
contlit.ions for TED and an efficient inclusion of the ext,ended a e f ~ c t sin the proress
sinlulat~ionsis st,ill a challenging problem.

5. Conclusions
S o m ~of the isslies concerning the scaling of MOSFET's have hew tliac~~~ssc~tl.
Fro111
t,he point of view of (Irt'ice operation, there scclrns t,o be no fundan~ent~iil
lilr~it..( ) ~ ~ a s i convent,ional devices an effective channel lengt,h as small as 0.05 p,m havc l)o(~nfi~l,~.i(.atcd [17]. In the deep-submicron regime thrrrb rvill I>(! lrss emphasis on t.hc hot.-c:arrior
performance. The scaling of the & and Vdd is more important.. For MOSFET's ill
the 0.1-pm regime with low I.;,'s, it is absolutely mandat-ory t,o rnininiixc t , h ~~l,l.c~iul
in the transistor parameters, especially for the I.;,. Techniques to ident,ify t,hcl proc.oss
parameters responsible for the fluctuations in the V, are available. This isslir will
discussed elsewhere [18]. It is expected that quantization effects and t,he st,at,ist,i(.iil
distribution of the impurities will become more important. It is still an oprn i ~ ~ i c $ s t i o ~ ~
of how to implement. physical models to account for these effect,s efficiently in the,
device simulators. For MOSFET's in t,he 0.1 -pm regime, it is filrt,hcr rxprct.cd that,
anomalous diffusion effects will dominat,~the process simulations. Alt,hoi~ghprogrc?ss
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has been made in this field in the last couple of years, it is still an important research
topic. Conventionally scaled MOSFET are expected to be operational for process
generations designed for effective channel lengths below 0.1 ym.
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